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Abstract: Phase Change Materials (PCMs) incorporated in refrigerators can be used to shift their
energy consumption from peak periods, when the electric network energy demand is the highest,
to off-peak periods. While PCMs can flatten the energy demand curve, they can achieve economic
savings if Time-of-Use (TOU) electricity tariffs are applied. However, the hourly carbon emission
factor is not commonly linked to the hourly tariff, and the final CO2 emitted due to the operations
of the refrigerator would not be fully optimized. In this work, a method based on the Simulated
Annealing optimization technique was proposed to identify the optimal working schedule of a
cabinet refrigerator incorporating a PCM to reduce its indirect carbon emissions. Data from countries
with different representative carbon intensity profiles were used. The normalized standard deviation
and normalized range are the best statistical indexes to predict carbon emission reduction in the
proposed solution. These parameters proved that countries with a higher hourly carbon intensity
variation (Uruguay, France, Denmark, and Germany) benefit from the application of the algorithm.
Cost and carbon emission reduction cannot be maximized simultaneously, and a trade-off is required.

Keywords: thermal energy storage (TES); phase change materials (PCMs); optimization; carbon
emission; carbon intensity; cooling

1. Introduction

The Paris Agreement urges for a fast and sustainable transition as the start of global
decarbonization to limit global warming to well below 2 ◦C [1]. An increased transition to
generation from renewable energy sources (RES) in the power sector and nuclear power
plants in 2018 avoided nearly 215 and 60 Mt of CO2 emissions [2]. According to the
International Energy Agency, global energy consumption and electricity demand have
increased at nearly twice the average growth rate since 2010. The electricity demand
and production from RES increased by 4% in 2018, with renewables covering almost 45%
of the global electricity generation growth. However, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate change estimates in its fifth assessment report that most low-stabilization scenarios
require an increase of the share of low-carbon electricity supply (including RES) from
approximately 30% to more than 80% by 2050 [3].

Gielen et al. [4] proved that the renewable energy share could grow to 63% of the total
primary energy supply in 2050. In combination with higher energy efficiency, 94% of the
emissions reduction is required by the Paris Agreement. System flexibility is essential for
the integration of renewables in electricity markets [5]. However, the growing share of RES
is increasing the stress on national electricity grids, and the energy system requires more
flexibility, especially on the demand side [6]. According to Winkler et al. [7], CO2 prices,
conventional capacity mix, and fuel prices are the most influencing factors for market
value development.
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An energy system mainly based on RES must achieve cost-optimal global emission
mitigation [8], considering that RES can decrease electricity prices and increase its volatil-
ity [9]. Zipp [10] proved a systematic reduction of the average day-ahead electricity spot
market on days that show high generation from RES with a significant potential for further
cost decline. Among other measures studied by Braeuer et al. [6], peak shaving provided
the highest economic benefit. Kyritsis et al. [11] proposed increasing flexibility by flexible
conventional power generation, adequate transmission grid, and renewable energy con-
tribution to system stability. They also considered reducing the flexibility requirements
through policy measures, such as the economic curtailment of renewable generation, energy
storage, demand response, and market interconnection.

The current market design does not compensate for the provision of reserve capacity
adequately [12]. In the following years, RES will produce overcapacity. The distribution
grid will need adaptive and flexible electricity demand response (DR) from the residential
sector to benefit reliability and cost [13]. Among other electricity consuming, cooling (based
on refrigeration and heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems) can provide
affordable energy storage solutions for more operational flexibility and the integration of
RES [14]. Cooling systems can help avoid additional generation capacity and upgrade dis-
tribution and transmission infrastructure, considering the massive operating systems [15].
Control methods with reasonable computation time can be used in future smart home
energy management system and smart grids to produce an economic benefit [15]. This
new paradigm will provide the necessary infrastructure to improve the efficiency of the
distribution system [16], considering that residential customers take part by participating
in DR programs [17].

It is expected that users will find ways to reduce their energy usage when electricity
is higher in cost, reducing peak demand, and shifting electricity consumption to off-peak
periods through consumption-shifting and curtailment. Consumption-shifting measures,
such as thermal energy storage systems, will further reduce costs under time-based pricing
schedules, such as TOU (Time-Of-Use) pricing. The ratio of peak prices to off-peak prices
under TOU pricing structures correlates with the potential cost savings from consumption-
shifting measures. These measures, along with regular energy-efficiency measures, can
reduce customer costs, but only if an appropriate pricing schedule is in place. The savings
gained from regular energy-efficiency measures are higher than the savings gained from
consumption-shifting and curtailment measures [18].

Although Cohen et al. [19] confirmed that manufacturers do not adapt to higher
electricity prices by developing more energy-efficient technologies, peak and flexible off-
peak operations can benefit both consumers and the electricity grid with higher RES share.
Niro et al. [20] applied practical and autonomous strategies for the large-scale control of
domestic refrigerators for reducing peak power demand in a typical distribution power
system and reduced peak demand, as well as losses, and improved the voltage profile.
Refrigerators provide demand-side management (DSM) opportunities with their flexibility,
widespread use, and less altering working conditions [21]. The yearly energy cost of a
refrigerator can be decreased to 11.4% by adapting its working schedule to the electricity
tariff because 37.9% of the demand in the expensive period can be shifted to the other
periods of the day [21]. Schné et al. [16] implemented different predictive control algorithms
for an intelligent household refrigerator that can autonomously react to hourly energy
tariffs by shifting its operating periods to less expensive time slots. This strategy can save
9% of the energy bill and can decrease the peak energy consumption by as much as 76%,
saving at the same time around 10 kg CO2,eq per year. The experiments performed by Bálint
et al. [22] with a cost-optimal predictive scheduling algorithm decreased the operation cost,
with the final saving not being affected by the prediction horizon.

HVAC systems also developed models that respond to electricity price, mainly con-
trolling its thermostat as observed in refrigerators. Hu et al. [15] proposed an advanced
demand response-enabled model predictive control method to control the operating fre-
quency of inverter air conditioners in response to 5-min real-time electricity prices. This
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control method pre-cools the indoor ambient and reduces peak power consumption and
daily electricity costs down to 38.9% and 22.1%, respectively, and the thermal comfort is
improved. Nakabi and Toivanen [17] proposed two machine learning-based models to
predict the overall consumption of a thermostatically controlled load. Energy consumption
at peak hours and CO2,eq emissions were reduced, balancing production and demand.
Mohammad and Rahman [23] found that their proposed dynamic HVAC thermostat set-
point control mechanism saves 15.2% to 17.3% generation during peak hours in response
to electricity price. The lowest consumption cost is achieved by increasing the temperature
set point when the electricity price becomes lower and vice versa.

Model predictive control (MPC) methods, which can simultaneously consider all the
influential variables, have been proposed in several works. The MPC proposed by Hu
et al. [24] proved the influence of the electricity prices on building thermal mass for different
reasons. They include optimal shift energy consumption to low-price periods, reducing
energy demand during peak periods, saving electricity costs for residential end-users,
and improving thermal comfort at the beginning of occupancy. Biyik and Kahraman [25]
proposed an MPC that co-optimizes HVAC thermostat set-points and power commands for
battery and photovoltaic energy systems together with building indoor thermal comfort. It
brought average and peak load reduction and energy savings, which are more significant
with the battery energy storage and photovoltaic (PV) system. MPC developed by Tabares-
Velasco et al. [26] for a single zone building incorporates an optimized set-point controller
to find cost savings for consumers subject to TOU rates and comfort criteria. In general, the
optimal temperature set-point follows a pre-cooling strategy, achieving up to 30% savings
from cases with three and five-hour on-peak rates (for an eight-hour on-peak period, the
pre-cooling advantage is limited).

An extensive RES penetration can lead to challenging ramping situations, periods
of oversupply, and periods where the renewable sources cannot meet the demand. Ad-
ditional pumped hydropower storage is limited, and solutions such as hydrogen and
thermal energy storages may be increasingly important in the future for energy storage [27].
Azhgaliyeva [28] proved that governments from countries with a more significant share of
RES invest more in energy storage technologies by the challenges caused by this type of
intermittent energy sources. PCMs for district heating and cooling (DHC) can be easily
integrated with the local RES, but their design and control optimization need to be further
studied [29]. DHC systems coupled with TES results in smart thermal grids. All generation
units work continuously at their optimal condition allowing peak-shaving, time-varying
management, relieving renewable energy intermittency, improving overall efficiency and
network stability, and reducing generation units size and operation cost [30].

Child et al. [31] suggest that energy storage technologies will be essential once the
flexible RES supply reaches 80% of the total generation. Energy storage technologies can
allow for the continuous supply of RES, integrated into a complete RES system composed
of several technologies [32]. Electrical energy storage (mainly through Li-ion batteries) can
be still be considered as expensive (and not reasonable for day-night level electricity supply
variations [8]). Therefore, thermal energy storage (TES) appears as a simple technology
that offers advantages in short-term response (from hours to days and even weeks) [33].

TES systems performed by Phase Change Materials (PCMs), including ice, can accu-
mulate the surplus energy and bridge the demand-supply gap. They generate and store
cold in off-peak periods and release it in peak periods, contributing to overcoming the
temporal mismatch between cold generation and usage [34,35]. The need for more firm
power capacity can be provided by storage, which can evolve to change the highest risk
hours [36]. The research emphasis on ice storage for refrigeration is put on optimal control
through simulation [34] and solving problems related to improving performance stability,
reducing supercooling and lowering cost [35]. PCM used for cold storage requires cautions
since otherwise, it not only can degrade the performance of the system but also can lower
the food quality [37].
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TES should be used with an optimal control strategy to present peak load shifting
opportunities and reduce operating costs. Buildings with large thermal capacity handled
for MPC can be utilized as storage by pre-heating or pre-cooling during the off-peak
periods [38]. Considering an ice TES system, Pertzborn [39] examined the effect of the
time horizon (single day versus multi-day) in the MPC with an agent-based architecture
on the optimal schedule and the differences between a flat electrical tariff and a TOU
tariff. The optimizer selects a schedule that brings the ice inventory to a minimum level at
the end of the horizon. While a flat tariff structure discourages the use of TES, the TOU
price tariff reduced operating costs by approximately 18%, compared to the only chillers’
configuration. Kamal et al. [40] modelled strategic controls with six operating modes for
three TES systems (mixed and stratified chilled water and ice) for large office buildings
cooling using the time of day tariffs as a decision variable to shift peak electricity demand.
Without compromising the thermal comfort level, the optimization technique and loop
modifications improved part-load performance, an annual average shifting of 25–78% peak
electricity, 10–17% cost HVAC system reduction and minor equipment size.

PCMs inside the food storage compartment or evaporator of refrigerators provide
stable temperatures inside the compartment but can end in lower COP as compared to
the baseline [41] because the operating temperatures can be increased when PCMs are
installed [42]. The lower fluctuation of the inside temperature can vary the thermostat
without compromising the food quality [43]. Most of the papers considered that favorable
TOU electricity rates are essential for motivating consumers to adopt peak shifting thermal
energy storage in buildings for cooling [40]. However, an environmental optimization
of the PCM scheduling has not been performed in terms of carbon emission reduction.
In a recent work [44], the economic benefit of optimizing the working scheduling of a
cabinet refrigerator with PCM was demonstrated, and the influence of the TOU rates was
investigated. The investigation performed in the previous work is extended by optimizing
the working scheduling of a cabinet refrigerator incorporating a PCM proposed to reduce
CO2,eq emissions stemming from its energy consumption. A simulation model fed with
experimental data is developed, and different temperature hysteresis are considered as
decision variables of an optimization problem. Then, the possible carbon emission savings
are calculated considering the current situation in different representative countries. The
optimization model parameters were modified to evaluate its capability to identify the best
scenario for each investigated case study, showing promising results for most of them. To
conclude the study on possible scheduling optimization of a cabinet refrigerator with PCM,
the cost and carbon emission optimization results are compared, evaluating the carbon
emission stemming from the cost-optimized scheduling and the running cost stemming
from the emission-optimized scheduling.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Representative Energy Scenarios

The optimization of carbon emission was performed considering nine different rep-
resentative situations based on the fuel mix of the selected countries. Their differences in
energy source, share, and hourly variations have been considered to cover the significant
number of possible fuel mix situations in the selection process. The average fuel mix of the
selected cases is shown in Figure 1. The average carbon intensity of each scenario is also
shown in the same figure. Imported energy, among others, are included in the fuel mix
within the label “Others”.
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Figure 1. Fuel mix and average carbon intensity for different countries (based on data from Tomor-
row [45]).

The main characteristics of each fuel mix are detailed to understand the hourly carbon
intensity values used as input of the optimization problem, as follows:

• France presents the highest share of nuclear energy, but also it is characterized by a
high wind energy share that helps to contribute to a notable lower carbon intensity;

• New Zealand electricity origin is similarly distributed in four sources: geothermal,
gas, hydro, and “others”, including coal;

• The Polish fuel mix is mainly based on coal-burning based on its abundance in
the mines. Renewable and nuclear power is mostly absent in the polish electricity
generation system;

• In Denmark, almost half of the electricity is imported from neighboring countries
(“others” cover 47% of the fuel mix). The following energy source by relevance
is the wind power and then completed by coal, gas and photovoltaic (PV) with
comparable influence;

• Germany is the national grid system with a presence of PV energy of all reported.
Coal is also an important energy source, whereas the rest of the electricity sources are
between 5% and 10%;

• The Brazilian fuel mix is characterized by the higher presence of the hydroelectric
power being completed by wind energy and “others”;

• The Italian national grid highlights the significant amount of gas-powered electricity
plants, which can be used in a higher efficiency combined cycle plant. A high wind
power energy share can be depicted, which is followed by PV and coal;

• The Spanish situation is like that of Italy, with a more significant hydroelectric and
nuclear power presence instead of wind and coal.
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• Uruguayan electricity production is mainly based on wind energy, and then completed
with hydropower energy and finally, biomass.

Countries mainly based on wind energy reduce the carbon footprint emission during
nighttime, whereas those with a high share of solar energy, during day hours. Hydropower,
geothermal and nuclear power can be considered as constantly available. When the
electricity production cannot be covered with the available renewable and nuclear energy
plants, fossil fuel (gas, oil and coal) power plants will be needed, being coal the most
detrimental to the environment.

The indirect emissions of a refrigeration system are usually calculated by evaluating
its energy consumption during standard operating conditions. Then, it is multiplied by an
average carbon intensity that depends on the fuel mix of the selected country (see Figure 1
for the values considered). However, this method does not assume that the carbon intensity
can vary over a defined time horizon. It is mainly reflected in countries with a higher
penetration of RES. Therefore, carbon intensity value varies from hour to hour. Figure 2
depicts the hourly carbon intensity profiles of the investigated countries for a selected day
of June (based on data from Tomorrow).
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Figure 2. Hourly carbon intensity profiles for different countries during a day of June (based on data
from Tomorrow [45]).

Figure 2 shows countries with noticeable electricity production from RES, such as
Germany, Uruguay, Denmark, and Italy. There are other countries, Spain, Brazil, Poland,
in which these variations are not evident. A statistical investigation was performed using
box plots to characterize the variation of carbon intensity values over the reference day for
each country (Figure 3). In Germany, France, New Zealand, and Brazil, carbon intensity
values are well-distributed around the median value, but they change in a narrow range,
excluding Germany.
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Figure 3. Box-plots of carbon intensities for different countries (based on data from Tomorrow [45]).

The analysis resulting from Figure 3 is fundamental to understand the percentage
variation of carbon intensity values over a specified period. Then, the achievement of a
carbon emission saving by applying an optimization procedure can be evaluated. In this
way, Figure 4 reports the percentage variation distribution of the carbon intensity values
referred to as the median value for each investigated country.
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In Figure 4, each box-plot included in Figure 3 is represented by its percentage devia-
tion from the median value. This means that the box-plots of Figure 3 were normalized to
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their median value to have further information about the variability of carbon emission for
each country. The following equation was used to evaluate %∆CI :

%∆CI =
CIq,p − CImedian

CImedian
∗ 100, (1)

where CIq,p is the carbon intensity related to the quartile p, and CImedian is the median value
of carbon intensity (i.e., the second quartile).

In Figure 4, those countries with a more significant variation in their carbon intensity
over a day (France (FR) and Uruguay (UR)) can be easily identified with a high level
of accuracy. In detail, carbon intensity values vary between −38% and +13% for France
and between −27% and +95% for Uruguay. Accordingly, carbon emission savings for
both scenarios can be expected. Moreover, Germany (GE) and Denmark (DE) also show
significant variability of carbon intensities, whereas minor changes can be noticed for the
rest of the countries investigated.

2.2. Optimization Problem and Analysis Methodology

The possibility of achieving a carbon emission reduction for a cabinet refrigerator
with PCM in some representative scenarios was investigated by solving an optimization
problem. The latter was developed considering experimental data [43] used to represent
the behavior of the cabinet refrigerator in terms of ON time, OFF time, and average power
absorbed by the compressor during the ON time (Table 1). Refer to Maiorino et al. [43] for
further details about the experimental tests.

Table 1. Experimental data used as inputs for the optimization model [43].

∆exp (K) τON (s) τOFF (s) P (W)

with PCM
1 1263 9112 215.2
2 4322 32,337 218.0
3 6040 48,420 221.9

without PCM
1 233 1653 212.2
2 638 4923 210.6
3 1027 8325 210.5

The objective function is represented by the overall indirect carbon emission of the
refrigerator system (EMH) over a pre-defined time horizon (H). The time horizon is ade-
quately divided into different time steps (δτ) to solve the optimization problem. Therefore,
the following equation can be considered as representative of the optimization problem:

min
∆iε∆exp

EMH =
H

∑
i=1

CIi ∗ Pi(∆i) ∗ si ∗ δτ∗ =
H

∑
i=1

CIi ∗ ECi, (2)

where ∆exp is the set of hysteresis values proposed during the experimental tests (included
in Table 1), CIi is the carbon intensity (see Figure 2), Pi is the average power absorbed by
the compressor, ∆i is the value of the hysteresis, si is the state of the compressor and ECi is
the electric energy absorbed by the compressor. All variables of Equation (2) are referred to
as the i-th time step.

According to the selected hysteresis, the cabinet refrigerator was modelled just consid-
ering the average power absorbed during its ON time. Indeed, the refrigeration system
is represented by the profile of the power absorbed over the pre-defined time horizon of
the optimization problem. Assuming that the compressor of the cabinet refrigerator turns
on at the start of the time horizon, the power profile of the system is built considering the
initial hysteresis scheduling over the time horizon and considering the constraints regard-
ing ON time, OFF time and average power absorbed by the compressor, experimentally
measured and shown in Table 1, which depend on the specific value of the hysteresis at
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each time-step. Therefore, the power profile of the cabinet refrigerator is iteratively built
during the optimization process for each possible solution of hysteresis scheduling.

The decision variables of the optimization problem are the values of hysteresis for
each time step. In detail, the output of the optimization problem is represented by the
optimal hysteresis scheduling that minimizes carbon emission over the pre-defined time
horizon, according to the specified constraints related to the working operations of the
cabinet refrigerator observed during the experimental tests. These constraints mainly
regard the compliance with the experimental ON and OFF time of the refrigerator at the
scheduled hysteresis values, which are needed to simulate the behavior of the system in
terms of electricity consumption.

The initial condition of the problem, which is the first starting time of the compressor,
must be defined as a constraint. Initially, it is set to 0, i.e., the first starting time is at
midnight. Then, every hour is simulated to find the initial condition that allows for
achieving the optimal solution. The latter investigation should be considered in an actual
application where door openings can modify the standard working conditions of the
refrigerator assumed in this study (regarding the ON and OFF time of the compressor).
For example, determine the optimal time to switch on the compressor again after a door
opening (when the carbon intensity is lower).

The detailed description and explanation of the constraints of the optimization prob-
lem are presented in Maiorino et al. [44]. To summarize, the carbon intensity profile, the
time horizon, the time step, and the average power absorbed by the compressor represent
the inputs of the optimization problem and the ON and OFF time of each cycle according to
the hysteresis value. As a result, the optimization problem provides the optimal hysteresis
scheduling that minimizes carbon emissions and the minimum carbon emissions value
over the defined time horizon. The Simulated Annealing (SA) technique is used to solve the
optimization problem by a routine programmed in MATLAB. This meta-heuristic technique
was used since it is straightforward to code and implement, and it is a well-established
technique in the field of optimization problems.

Furthermore, it is faster than other population-based methods, such as Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and it should lead to the same results
since a relatively small solution space characterizes the optimization problem. The SA
optimization method uses a stochastic approach to search for and move to new solutions,
called neighborhood solutions. These solutions are analogous to the different states of
energy during the annealing process of metal. Hence, starting from an initial solution
(initial state of energy) at an initial temperature (T0), a random perturbation is imposed to
find a new neighborhood solution (another possible state of energy). Two different arrays
of scheduled hysteresis represent the initial and the neighborhood solutions ∆s. Then, the
difference in the energy between the two solutions (∆E = E2 − E1) is computed. Suppose
the energy in the previous state (E1) is lower than the new one (E2). In that case, the
new solution is accepted according to a probability function that depends on the present
temperature (T) of the process. On the other hand, if the energy in the previous state is
higher than the new one, the new solution is always accepted. The cost function EMH
represents the energy of each solution. After, the search for new solutions can decrease
the temperature according to a defined cooling schedule until the stopping conditions
are reached. Stopping conditions can be defined by the final temperature of the process
(Tend) or the maximum number of iterations. Different iterations (st) can be performed
simultaneously to explore the entire space of solutions for each temperature step. Any
functions can represent the cooling schedule as a function of a defined cooling rate (α).
In this work, a geometric temperature decrease was applied with a cooling rate of 0.99.
The temperatures used in the SA method are dummy variables that simulate the cooling
process of annealing metal. The inputs of the algorithm are the carbon intensity profile, the
SA parameters (the initial and the final temperature, the cooling rate and the number of
iterations per each temperature step), the optimization time horizon and the time-step. The
carbon emission, the optimized scheduling of hysteresis values and the profile of the power
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absorbed by the compressor over the pre-defined time horizon represent the outputs of the
entire procedure.

After solving the optimization problem considering the representative scenarios de-
scribed in Section 2, a post-processing step is performed to analyze the resulting data. In
detail, the post-processing analysis aims to investigate the existence of a direct (or indi-
rect) relation between the carbon emission variation obtained with the optimal hysteresis
scheduling and the corresponding carbon intensity profile. The carbon intensity profiles by
some quantitative statistical indexes can describe the variability of carbon intensity values
over the defined time horizon regarding range, dispersion, and positioning. Therefore,
four different indexes (standard deviation, range, inter-quartile range (IQR), and Median
Absolute Deviation (MAD)) are evaluated for each carbon intensity profile, and each of
them is normalized on the average carbon intensity (CIave), already shown in Figure 1. All
the indexes are calculated as percentage values.

The standard deviation normalized on the average carbon intensity (relative standard
deviation σn) is calculated as follows:

%σn =
σ

|CIave|
=

√
1

m−1 ∑m
k=1(CIk − CIave)

2

|CIave|
∗ 100, (3)

where m is the number of available carbon intensity values and CIk is the k-th carbon
intensity value. The normalized range is calculated with Equation (4):

%Rangen =
CImax − CImin
|CIave|

∗ 100, (4)

where CImax and CImin represent the maximum and the minimum value of carbon intensity,
respectively. Equation (5) is used to evaluate the normalized inter-quartile range (IQR):

%IQRn =
CIq,3 − CIq,1

|CIave|
∗ 100, (5)

where CIq,3 and CIq,1 are the upper and the lower quartile, respectively. The difference can
be seen in Figure 3, as the distance between the upper and lower bound of each box-plot.
The last index describing the carbon intensity profiles statistically is the Median Absolute
Deviation (MAD), which is calculated, as shown in Equation (6):

%MADn =
RSmedian
|CIave|

∗ 100 =
(|CIk − CImedian|)median

|CIave|
∗ 100, (6)

where RS represents the array of residuals, calculated as the difference between each value
of carbon intensity CIk and the median CImedian.

Then, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) is calculated for each statistical index
described above to investigate the connection between the carbon emission variation
obtained with the optimal hysteresis scheduling and the corresponding carbon intensity
profile, as follows:

r = ∑v
z=1(∆EMz − ∆EMave)(yz − yave)√

∑v
z=1(∆EMz − ∆EMave)

2 ∑v
z=1(yz − yave)

2
, (7)

where c is the number of representative energy scenarios (in this study, it is equal to 9),
∆EMz is the carbon emission variation of the z-th scenario, ∆EMave is the average carbon
emission variation among all scenarios, yz is the statistical index calculated for the carbon
intensity profile of the z-th scenario and yave is the average statistical index among all
scenarios. The evaluation of Pearson’s correlation coefficient helps understand which of
the calculated indexes better the effect of the optimization process on the results.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Daily Carbon Emission Optimization

The carbon emission optimization routine results imposing the initial condition at 0
are shown in Figure 5 for all the representative energy scenarios. The optimal daily carbon
emission related to the energy consumption of the refrigerator with PCM (optPCM) is
shown and compared with those results of the refrigerator working without PCM at three
different hysteresis values (“noPCM 1”, “noPCM 2”, “noPCM 3”). The percentage values
above each bar represent the difference between the optimal carbon emission with PCM and
the best value obtained simulating the refrigerator without PCM with a fixed hysteresis.
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Figure 5. Comparison of carbon emission of the refrigerator with and without Phase Change
Materials (PCMs) among different case studies with the initial condition equal to 0 (the first starting
time of the refrigerator in the optimization procedure was fixed at 0). The percentage values above
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emission. The minimum daily carbon emission obtained simulates the refrigerator without PCM
with a fixed hysteresis.

It can be noticed that a carbon emission reduction can be achieved for some rep-
resentative cases, from −1.9% (Germany, GE) to −19.0% (Uruguay, UR). However, five
of the nine representative cases are not positively affected by the optimization process.
Despite the optimization of hysteresis scheduling, the introduction of PCM increases from
+0.3% (Brazil, BR) to +5.8% (New Zealand, NZ) of the daily carbon emission. A noticeable
improvement of the environmental performance of the cabinet refrigerator with PCM is
achieved varying the initial condition of the optimization problem, i.e., the initial starting
time of the compressor. The effect of the initial condition variation was analyzed, repeating
the optimization procedure for each possible initial starting time within the time horizon.
The results of the second optimization phase are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison of carbon emission of the refrigerator with and without PCM among different
case studies with the best initial condition. The percentage values above each bar represent the differ-
ence between the optimal hysteresis scheduling, optimizing daily carbon emission. The minimum
daily carbon emission obtained simulates the refrigerator without PCM with a fixed hysteresis.

It is evidenced that the variation of the first starting time of the compressor (the optimal
first starting time of the compressor is shown at the bottom of Figure 6) decreases the daily
carbon emissions compared to the previous results (Figure 5) for all the representative case
studies. Reducing daily carbon emissions is more pronounced for countries that showed
benefits, such as France (from −9.3% to −12.2%) or Germany (from −10.3% to −14.6%).
Furthermore, an improvement (carbon emissions reduction) can also be achieved in Italy
and New Zealand (−4.6% and −2.0%, respectively), contrary to the previous results (+4.0%
and +5.8%, respectively). Therefore, considering the variation of the first starting time
of the compressor, daily carbon emissions of the refrigerator system in six of the nine
representative countries are reduced. It is caused by a match between the carbon intensity
profiles, and the optimized hysteresis scheduling is found.

3.2. Statistical Analysis

Figure 7 shows the statistical analysis results needed to identify a correlation between
the carbon emission variation obtained by the optimization process and the carbon intensity
profile for each representative country. The carbon emission variation is shown on the left y-
axis of each plot, whereas on the right y-axis, the statistical index used to describe the carbon
intensity profile is displayed. The statistical indexes are calculated using Equations (3)–(6).
Furthermore, the correlation degree (r) of each statistical index with the carbon emission
variation is reported on each plot.

It can be noticed that all four indexes have a direct correlation with the carbon emis-
sion variation. The standard deviation and the range are the best indexes to identify carbon
emission reduction possibilities from the carbon intensity profiles. Indeed, their correla-
tions with the carbon intensity variations are 0.9696 and 0.9699, respectively, whereas the
correlations of IQR and MAD are 0.9430 (Figure 7c) and 0.9228 (Figure 7d), respectively.
Hence, these two indexes can be used to understand if there is a possibility to achieve a
carbon emission reduction adopting the optimization of hysteresis scheduling of a cabinet
refrigerator incorporating a PCM.
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In detail, from Figure 7a,b, one can see that a reduction of the daily carbon intensity
can be achieved if the normalized standard deviation (Equation (3)) or the normalized
range (Equation (4)) is higher than approximately 10% and 30%, respectively. Only one
exception is found, the case of New Zealand, which shows a slight daily carbon emission
reduction despite a normalized standard deviation of less than 10% and a normalized
range less than 30% of its carbon intensity profile. This may be due to many factors that
affect the carbon intensity profiles not considered in this analysis. Both statistical indexes
can be used to perform a preliminary investigation about the carbon emission reduction
paying attention to the carbon intensity profile of the country or region of interest. It is
strongly suggested to perform a simulation with the optimization routine to ensure the
actual possibility of carbon emission saving.

3.3. Comparison with Cost-Optimized Operations

The analysis of the scheduling optimization of a cabinet refrigerator incorporating
a PCM is concluded by analyzing the carbon emission optimization solutions from an
economic point of view. Then, the cost-optimized solutions found in Maiorino et al. [44]
are investigated considering their effect on carbon emission.

The daily running costs of the cabinet refrigerator without PCM and different fixed
hysteresis (noPCM 1, noPCM 2 and noPCM3) are shown in Figure 8. This figure contains the
cabinet refrigerator results with PCM working with a cost-optimized hysteresis scheduling
(COSToptPCM) and working with a hysteresis scheduling optimizing daily carbon emission
(EMoptPCM). In the latter case, the initial starting time was also optimized. The percentage
values above each bar represent the difference between the daily running cost calculated
with a hysteresis scheduling which optimizes daily carbon emission, and the minimum
daily running cost obtained simulating the refrigerator without PCM with a fixed hysteresis.
For further information about the labels on the x-axis, refer to Maiorino et al. [44].
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hysteresis scheduling which optimizes daily carbon emission, and the minimum daily running cost
obtained simulating the refrigerator without PCM with a fixed hysteresis.

In general, it can be noticed that optimizing the daily carbon emission leads to an
increase in the daily running cost of the refrigerator (up to +9.0%), at least considering
2-TOU tariffs in Spain and Italy. On the contrary, the optimization of carbon emission in
France allows achieving also daily running cost savings. In detail, in the latter case, the
daily carbon emission optimization leads to the same daily running cost savings shown in
Maiorino et al. [44]. The last is because both optimization methods find the exact solution
in terms of optimal hysteresis scheduling. Considering 3-TOU tariffs, daily running cost
savings can also be achieved by optimizing daily carbon emission in Spain. Still, these
savings (0.3% and 2.9% for SP3a and SP3b, respectively) are reduced compared to those
that stem from the optimization of daily running cost shown in Maiorino et al. [44] (20.8%
and 5.0% for SP3a and SP3b, respectively). The results of the Italian 3-TOU tariff are similar
to the 2-TOU tariff, increasing the daily running cost optimizing carbon emission.

Finally, the effect of the running cost optimization on the daily carbon emission is
analyzed. The cost-optimized hysteresis scheduling shown in Maiorino et al. [44] is used
for feeding the simulation of the refrigerator with PCM. The results of the simulations for
Spain, Italy and France are shown in Figure 9.

It is worth noting that, in France, the daily carbon emission variation of the refrigerator
with cost-optimized scheduling is the same that obtained with the optimization of the
daily carbon emission (−9.3%, see Figure 5). The latter confirms that the same hysteresis
scheduling can lead to both economic and environmental benefits. For the rest of the
studies, the cost optimization of the hysteresis scheduling involves a noticeable increase in
the daily carbon emission (up to +42.4% for the 2-TOU Italian tariff, IT2).

The case studies showed that a simultaneous economic and environmental benefit
(excluding some cases) is not possible, and therefore, a trade-off between them is required.
However, if the objective is a cost-saving or carbon emission reduction, the scheduling of a
cabinet refrigerator incorporating a PCM can be optimized, even if the energy consumption
of the refrigerator with PCM is initially higher.
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obtained by the running cost optimization performed in Maiorino et al. [44]. The percentage values
above each bar represent the difference between the carbon emission calculated with a hystere-
sis scheduling which optimizes daily running cost, and the minimum carbon emission obtained
simulating the refrigerator without PCM with a fixed hysteresis.

4. Conclusions

Cold production systems combined with thermal energy storage offers an exciting
possibility to switch the electric energy consumption to more favorable periods. Usually,
optimization for refrigeration and air conditioning systems is performed based on eco-
nomic terms. However, environmental concepts should be considered in smart controlled
systems, given the current climate urgency. This paper proposes using an algorithm control
in a cabinet refrigerator with PCM to minimize the carbon emissions operating in hours
in which the carbon emission factor is lower. Nine representative carbon intensity pro-
files have been considered to analyze the possibility of achieving daily carbon emission
reduction (France, New Zealand, Poland, Denmark, Germany, Brazil, Italy, Spain, and
Uruguay). A statistical analysis has been performed to identify a correlation between
daily carbon emission variations and carbon intensity profiles. Finally, environmentally
optimized results have been compared with those regarding the cost-optimized operations
shown in a previous work.

The optimization produces a carbon emission reduction for countries with a signifi-
cant hourly carbon intensity variation, from −1.9% (Germany) to −19.0% (Uruguay) but
increases for the contrary situation, from +0.3% (Brazil) to +5.8% (New Zealand). However,
it was noticed that the carbon emission reduction strongly depends on the first starting
time of the refrigerator considered. The selection of the most valuable first starting time
reduces the carbon emission for all cases. Italy and New Zealand can move from a situa-
tion with a deterioration of the results (−4.6% and −2.0%, respectively) to a clear benefit
(+4.0% and +5.8%, respectively). Besides, the reduction is more visible for countries that
already showed benefits, such as France (from−9.3% to−12.2%) or Germany (from−10.3%
to −14.6%)

The best statistical indexes to correlate the carbon intensity variation with the carbon
emission reduction in the refrigerator with PCM with optimized operations are the normal-
ized standard deviation and the normalized range, with r of 0.9696 and 0.9699, whereas
the correlations for inter-quartile range and median absolute deviation resulted in 0.9430
and 0.9228. For most cases, the daily carbon emission can be reduced if the normalized
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standard deviation or the normalized range is higher than approximately 10% and 30%,
respectively, except for New Zealand.

Optimizing the daily carbon emission does not necessarily imply a decrease in the
daily running cost savings compared to the not-optimized situation. The daily carbon
emission optimization can increase the running cost up to 9% or reduce it to 2.9%. The
result depends strongly on the tariffs and the carbon emission profile. The same situa-
tion happens on the contrary, considering the daily carbon emission of the refrigerator
with cost-optimized scheduling, in which an increase of up to 42.4% has been found.
Therefore, results demonstrate that attending to the reported carbon emission profiles, the
optimization of both parameters simultaneously is not possible with the current electricity
time-based tariffs, and a trade-off is required. An alternative would be the improvement of
the relation between the hourly tariff and the carbon emission factor.
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